Presentation at the MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY at
Ankara, Turkey on October 3rd, 2005 at 1630 hours.

"The aviation links between
Turkey and Denmark 1914-today,
the hidden facts!"
Introduction
The first famous Dane to visit Turkey or the Ottoman Empire as it then was was the
fairytale teller H.C. Andersen. On his tour to the orient he came to Istanbul on April
25th 1841. He stayed in the city for 11 days before sailing on the Black Sea to
Constance. He was much impressed especially of the Bazaar and it inspired many of
his fairy tales.

However, this talk is about aviation and the first Danish aircraft to land in Turkey was
not one but 2 on the 21st of March 1926. Two Danish Army aircraft in 1926 made an
exploration flight from Copenhagen to Tokyo and back, outbound via India
homebound via Siberia. The two crews Capt. Botved and mechanic Olsen and 1st.LT.
Herschend and mechanic Petersen were received at Yeşilköy on that date. The next
day it was intended to fly direct to Aleppo, but only one aircraft made it there due to
bad weather. Instead Capt. Botved landed at Eskisehir. It is interesting to listen to
what he writes about that visit: “The reception was polite although somewhat formal.
We were taken to the Chief of the Aviation Forces, a slight brown man with pitch black
well groomed hair. He greeted us standing on a leopard skin in front of his desk (Bnb
Resmi (Tufan)?) We were given delicious Turkish coffee in small cups and had to tell
in details about our trip. Because of unfavorable weather forecasts we decided to wait
until next day for our departure. We went into town on a small cart on a narrow gauge
railway as no paved road existed. In the afternoon we visited the highest military
authority an Army Corps General. Surprisingly we had to climb a normal ladder to
reach his office on the first floor. Many civil authorities were also present, but nobody
really addressed us and after half an hour the audience was over. In the evening the
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Turkish officers invited us for dinner in the town’s best restaurant. The take-off the
next day was difficult as the propeller whirled mud up into our faces and it took 3
attempts to get airborne.”

Apart from this visit it is interesting to compare aviation development in the two
countries. Both were active in the twenties and thirties in assembling aircraft for
their armed forces( Turkey Br.19s and Denmark Fokker C.Vs), which eventually
resulted in National Aircraft Industries. The KTF and later THK factories in
Turkey and “The Army and Navy Aircraft Workshops” in Denmark also here
ending with a local industry being set up, the SAI. In both cases the designs
aimed at the same user and therefore were quite similar (THK Magister/SAI KZ.II,
THK.5/KZ.IV etc.)

SO WHICH WERE THE CONNECTIONS?
1. The first World War connection.
In 1864 the Danish provinces of Slesvig and Holsten were lost to Germany and a
great number of ex. Danish citizens became inhabitants of the German Empire.
Already in the German (Prussian) war against France in 1870 many soldiers of Danish
origin were conscripted and lost their lives in the service of Germany.
This trend continued after the outbreak of the 1.World War and when one examines
the lists on photos of Germans serving under the Ottoman army it is obvious that
some Danes also went there. I have so far only been able to identify 2 names
(Rasmussen and Lindemann) and none of them were officers or pilots. Among officers
with the German units in Palestine the name Bredholt falls into the eye! I am sure if
one could get access to more personnel lists of mechanics more could appear.
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1NCI TAYYARE BÖLÜGÜ JUNE 1915 AT ÇANAKKALE
Albatros B.I
Rumpler B.I

(O.NIKOLAJSEN COLLECTION)

Sitting on bomb in front: Observer Hüseyin
Left to right: Interpreter, Lt.Salih, Pilot Preussner, Pilot Seidler, Lt.Mehmet Ali,
Observer Hüssein, Officer of the guard, Mechanic Roth, Mechanic Drives. Standing on
right aircraft: Mechanic Retienne. Left of aircraft sitting on propeller: Mechanic
Smertka. Standing on the wing: Mechanic Rasmussen. Sitting on the wing:
Mechanic Lindemann.

2. Helping the independence effort

With the end of the 1st World War the Allies offered Denmark a plebiscite in the
provinces which had been taken in 1864. This was carried out and Denmark
subsequently in 1920 regained approx. half of the area lost. In the regained area large
weapons and equipment stores dating from the war were taken over. One such was
near the town of Vamdrup. The Danish government had at the time no interest in
acquiring weapons and much was sold as iron scrap. Some of this so-called scrap
was quickly seen by business-men as having a resale value in Russia, Southern
Europe and South America. One such trade affair was the so-called "Rosandra case"
named after the ship which was loaded with a cargo of weapons.

Mr. Lennart Andersson from Sweden who is a specialist in the affairs of the time has
kindly provided the following account:
A number of aircraft were purchased by Turkey (believed to be by agents Saffet Bey
(Arikan) Nuri Bey (Conker) and Baki Bey (Apak) from the German owners of the
Vamdrup store. According to Gerhard Hubrich, who was employed to assemble and
make the aircraft ready for shipment from Fredericia, the deal was for 48 aircraft, and
some of them were "Albatros C XIIs with Maybach and Mercedes engines". The order
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was placed sometime in the autumn of 1921. The aircraft arrived in Fredericia,
Denmark on 15.12.21, but because of the ice situation and problems with customs,
the Inter-allied Control Commission, etc, shipment was delayed and finally stopped
completely in March 1922.
The deal had included aircraft, equipment, repair shop, spare parts, ammunition,
machine guns and personnel. Some of the equipment was acquired in Poland and
Lithuania. Most of the equipment was loaded on the Rosandra in Gdingen. Special
uniforms were made for the personnel, which boarded the ship at Swinemünde.
Files from the Auswärtiges Amt in Germany show that the aircraft were (allegedly)
owned by Firma Weber und Angermann, Berlin. The personnel engaged to go to
Turkey with the aircraft consisted of one adviser, one "Speditor", Hauptmann H
Jacobs (Chef der Fliegerstaffeln und der Fliegerpersonal and organizer of the whole
expedition), 21 officers and 22 others (incl. Hubrich). The German consul to Denmark
persuaded these persons to leave the ship and return to Germany by train.
According to all other sources the aircraft transported to Vamdrup, originally 100, were
owned by Walter Becker of the Warenhandels- gesellschaft mbH, Berlin, and Josef
Esser, Düsseldorf, was his representative.
From other documents (sales offers to Sweden, Switzerland and Spain) we know
approximately what was stored at Vamdrup:
At the beginning of 1921 there were 11 Albatros C XVs, 32 Halberstadt C Vs, 13
Rumpler C IVs, one Rumpler C VII, 10 DFW C Vs, 5 LVG C Vs and 8 LVG C VIs. By
July 1921 these 80 aircraft had been reduced by 21 to 59: 10 Halberstadt Roland C
IVs, 17Halberstadt C Vs (incl. 7 Aviatik-built and one Bayer), 13 Rumpler C IVs, 15
DFW C Vs (incl. one Aviatik-built) and 4 LVG C Vs (Note: Types/numbers do not
match exactly)
In September Steffen & Heyman asked for permission to transport 7 Rumpler C VIIs
that they had purchased from Vamdrup through Germany to an unknown destination.
In December 1921 10 Halberstadt C Vs, 4 Rumplers, 2 DFW C Vs and 2 LVG C Vs
were delivered to the Soviet Union.
According to Turkish files 21 Albatros C XVs were obtained by Turkey from "agents in
Germany (Denmark)" and transported via Russia in July 1922.
- The number 21 is interesting as it fits perfectly with 80 minus 21 = 59 at Vamdrup.

TURKISH SOURCES
Turkish sources (Türk Istiklal Harbi Vnci Cilt Deniz Cephesi ve Hava Harekati (Ankara
1964) States that the steamer Şahin brought 21 aircraft (Albatros C XVs) to Samsun in
July 1922.
Before that it is stated (on page 81) that 40 train wagon loads (including 29 aircraft)
had been transported from St. Petersburg to Novorossiysk on the Black Sea coast.

Şahin arriving at Samsun
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The large consignment of weapons organized from Germany and shipped via Russia
to help the new Turkish Republic. Of the alleged twenty-one Albatros C.XVs which
arrived by steamer to the port of Samsun in July 1922 only two aircraft were worth
making flyable. Prepared by the famous flyer Vehici (Hürkuş) and his team they finally
arrived at Afyon on the eve of the Turkish Başkumantan offensive, August 28. Without
being involved in the operations the aircraft arrived in September with 1.Tayyare
Bölügü at Gaziemir. Later only one was flyable and it was issued to 3.Tayyare Bölügü.
Serialled 276 and 277 their service with the army was only short:
USER UNITS:
1.Tayyare Bölügü
3.Tayyare Bölügü

(1922)
(1923-1924)

3. Danish build aircraft to Turkey 1926-30
In order to circumvent the Statutes of the Versailles Treaty German aircraft
manufacturers in the early twenties founded daughter companies in several neighbor
states: Dornier in Switzerland, Junkers in Sweden and in 1922 in Denmark the
ROHRBACH Metal Aeroplan Co. ltd. was formed. The first aircraft a Ro II (the Ro I
design was not build) was flown for the first time on 11. November 1923 from the
beach near the later Copenhagen Airport. This design in 1924 made five world
records. The Ro III was an improved version which was delivered to Japan and two
Ro IIIa’s were delivered to Turkey in 1926.
The Rohrbach company was an exceptionally forward looking company and its
designs were advanced for its time in that the aircraft were of cantilever, monoplane
metal construction. Many of the components were manufactured in Germany and at a
factory in the southern part of Copenhagen (where I grew up as a boy). Final
assembly was made at a large hangar build at the southern edge of Copenhagen
aerodrome. This hangar still stands today. After March 1928 the situation eased for
the company in Germany and it moved to here. The company and its founder moved
to USA in the early thirties.
The fact that Turkey bought (or nearly did) two designs from the company showed the
advance thinking of some authorities.
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Rohrbach Metall-Flugzeugbau GmbH, Berlin
Rohrbach-Metall-Aeroplan Co. A/S, Copenhagen

Dr.Ing. Adolf Rohrbach

1889 - 6/7 1939

Aircraft built by Rohrbach
WerkNr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Type
Ro II
Ro II
Ro III
Ro III
Ro III
Ro III
Ro III
Ro III
Ro III

WerkNr Type
WerkNr
43
22
Ro IX Rofix
44
23
Ro IX Rofix
24
45
25
46
26
Ro V Rocco
47
27
Ro VIII Roland I 48
28
49
29
Ro X Romar I 50
30
Ro X Romar I 51
31
Ro X Romar I 52
32
53
33
54
55
Ro IIIA (Turkey) 34
Ro VIII Roland I 56
Ro IIIA (Turkey) 35
36
Ro VIII Roland I 57
37
Ro VIII Roland I 58
Ro IV
38
59
Ro VIII Roland I 39
60
Ro VIII Roland I 40
61
Ro VII Robbe I
41
62
Ro VII Robbe I
42
Ro VIII Roland II

Type
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II
Ro VIII Roland II

Ro X Romar II

Pictures of the Rohrbach designs:
Ro II
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Ro III Rodra

Ro IV Inverness
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Ro V Rocco

Ro VI Inflexible

Ro VII Robbe

Ro VIII Roland

Ro IX Rofix
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Ro X Romar

Ro XI Rostra

The Rohrbach Hangar with Ro IX Rofix and two Ro VII Robbe flying boats in the background
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Of the altogether ten designs two are of importance to our story:

Ro IIIa and Ro IX Rofix
Rohrbach Ro III (civil) Ro IIIa (military)

Type

WerkNr. Registration History
Delivered to Mitsubishi 1927 as Mitsubishi Experimental
Type R 2. After testing given to Nippon Koku KK in Sept.
R2
J-BHAE
1927 together with the R 1.Before it got Rolls-Royce Eagle
engines.Bad experiences when testing led to the R 3
Built from parts from Germany at Hiro Naval Arsenal .
R3
Modifications compared to R 2 made a real improvement
Ro IIIa 13
"Istanbul". Delivered to Turkey
Ro IIIa 14
"Izmir". Delivered to Turkey
R III Civil 2 + 10 seat flying
R IIIa "Rodra" Military 3 - 4 seat
boat or Military 3 - 4 seat
Type
reconnaissance flying boat
reconnaissance flying boat
2 Rolls-Royce Eagle IX
Engine
2 Lorraine-Dietrich 450HP
Length 17.20 m,height 6.00 m, Length 17.20 m,height 6.00 m, span
span 29.00 m, wing area 73.40 27.55 m, wing area 73.40 m2, aspect
Dimensions
m2, aspect ratio 11.46
ratio 10.34
Empty 3600 kg, fuel 1000 kg, Empty 4680 kg, fuel 780 kg, oil 60
oil 80 kg, crew 160 kg, pay load kg, crew 160 kg, pay load 1010 kg,
Weights
1460 kg, load 2700 kg, flying load 2010 kg, flying weight 6690 kg
weight 6300 kg
Max. speed 175 km/h at sea
Max. speed 185 km/h at sea level, ,
level, , cruising speed 160 km/h cruising speed 170 km/h at sea level,
at sea level, climb 2 m/sec.,
climb 2 m/sec., range 850 km,
Performance
range 1440 km, endurance 9 h, endurance 5 h, service ceiling 3000
service ceiling 4000 m, landing m, landing speed 110 km/h
speed 112 km/h
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THE TURKISH STORY
In 1924-25 the populations of Izmir and Istanbul collected money for two Rohrbach Ro
IIIa long-range flying-boats which were ordered in March 1926. Navy pilots DzBnb
Savmi and YB Ismail went to Copenhagen and test flew the aircraft (while here the
allegedly made some daring flights among other things flying under bridges) which
were crated and arrived at Istanbul on Aug.12, 1926. Carrying the names of their
donating cities the aircraft were delivered from Copenhagen in August and September
1926 to 1nci Deniz Tayyare Bölüğü. The two Ro IIIa flying boats were flown from
Copenhagen to Istanbul by Turkish pilots and issued to the 1nci Deniz Tayyare Bölügü
at Güzelyali near Izmir. In 1928 the 3ncü Tayyare Taburu was formed at Gaziemir and
as a unit of that the Ro IIIa’s were formed into the 31nci Deniz Tayyare Bölügü. In
1932 after a further reorganization the 31.DzTyBl. became part of the V.Deniz Tayyare
Taburu at Güzelyali. In 1933 only 1202 “Izmir was left serviceable and this was
replaced in 1934 by Supermarine Southampton IIs. Initially the aircraft carried names
after their donating cities (Istanbul and Izmir) on the nose (first in Arabic letters later in
Roman letters) They also carried the serials 1201/2. The aircraft constructed of nickelsteel and duraluminium kept extremely well in their operating environment and were
easy to maintain. They used the same engines (450HP Lorraine) as the majority of
Army aircraft in Turkish service.
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Rohrbach Ro IX Rofix
Type

WerkNr. Registration History
Crashed on 27/1 1927 during landing (The pilot Werner Landmann
22
survived)
Crashed on 15/7 1927 after 48 flights. (Pilot Paul Bäumer was
23
killed)
1 seat fighter
Type
1 BMW VI 450HP (but could take a 600HP engine)
Engine
Length 9.50 m, height 3.70 m, span 14.00 m, wing area 28 m2, aspect ratio 7.0
Dimensions
Empty 1320 kg, fuel 330 kg, crew 80 kg, flying weight 1850 kg
Weights
Max. speed at sea level 257 km/h, at 3000 m 285 km/h, at 5000 m 265 km/h,
landing speed 105 km/h, climb to 1000 m 2.0 min., to 3000 m 7.0 min., to 5000
Performance
m 14.0 min., max. altitude 8000 m, service ceiling 7600 m, range 770 km
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1st Prototype

wreck of first prototype
2nd Prototype
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wreck of 2nd prototype

THE TURKISH STORY
THE 1926 FIGHTER COMPETITION
By 1926 the Turkish Aviation forces had largely met its objectives with regards to
procurement of new aircraft except for a modern fighter to replace the old SPAD XIIIs.
In order to choose the best available aircraft a national specification was drawn up and
an international tender released. This was an important and new event in Turkish
aviation history and it was favorably reacted to by aircraft manufacturers. French firms,
which had the most advanced models available offered several designs (NieuportDelage 42C and 62, SPAD 51, 56 and 61 and Dewoitine C.21) from which three, each
with a different engine type, were finally tested.
The German Rohrbach company (situated in Copenhagen, Denmark) offered its Rofix
fighter to be built at Eskişehir and 2 prototypes and options for 28 was signed for. The
design was very advanced for its time and the aircraft was constructed of crome/nickel
steel and duraluminium, the skin was of thin aluminum plates. The aircraft was armed
with two 8mm machineguns firing through the propeller arc.
The ROHRBACH Ro IX ROFIX was powered by a BMW-VI 450HP engine. The two
prototypes ordered in 1926 for evaluation both crashed during tests at Copenhagen
airport
No:
22
21.Jan.27 first flight
15.May 27 Crashed no casualties
23
27.Jan.27 first flight
15.Jul .27 Crashed pilot killed
The famous pilot Ernst Udet flew the first prototype and was impressed with the flying
characteristics which he described as total vice less. Especially the total lack of
vibrations impressed him and he compared it favorably with the Fokker D.VII. After
the second crash the later famous aircraft designer Kurt Tank (FW 190 etc.) made a
comprehensive accident analysis and report. The aircraft crashed after having
performed a spin and making a new one from which it did not recover. The wreck was
recovered from the sea into which it had crashed the next day. The report concludes
that the cause of the crash was that the pilot failed to pull the aircraft out of the spin by
giving the engine enough power.
The crash only happened a few days before the official handover to the Turkish
authorities!
The death of the pilot Paul Baeumer’s was tragic, just days after breaking two altitude
and speed world records, Paul Baeumer flew to the Danish capital of Copenhagen
where he presented his latest B IV “Sausewind” version to possible buyers. After
finishing the performance of his own aircraft, Baeumer was asked to demonstrate the
“Rofix” model of the Rohrbach aircraft company to a group of Turkish Army officials. It
was a question of honor for the passionate flyer to step in when the originally
scheduled pilot didn’t show up. The flight went smooth until Baeumer initiated a spin of
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which he couldn’t get out again. The plane crashed in front of the observers into the
waters of the Øresund sound between Denmark and Sweden. Paul Baeumer died
instantly - at the age of 31. This unsuccessful test was witnessed by Kur.Alb Muzaffer
(Ergüder) and Plt.Tgm Enver (Akoğlu) who was supposed to fly the aircraft later.
In September 1926 a Junkers A 35 two-seater was flown to Eskişehir and there
demonstrated nineteen different maneuvers.
Seven French aircraft were bought for the evaluation (two Nieuport-Delage 42C.1s
with Lorraine 12Eb 450Hp engines, two Blériot-SPAD 51-2C.1s with Gnome-Rhone
Jupiter 420Hp engines and two Dewoitine C21C.1s with Hispano-Suiza 12Gb 500HP
engines.(In 1928 a Blériot-SPAD 51-4 with G-R Jupiter 600Hp engine was bought and
tested. The aircraft delivered for the competition were tested by selected Turkish pilots
under the command of the French specialist Fronvel who conducted a course for
these between December 1926 and February 1927.
Much discussion and delay occurred and a decision was continuously postponed. The
A 35 was not found to meet specifications and in early 1927 both the Rofix prototypes
crashed at Copenhagen airport and this project was given up. Finally in mid-1927
another ten Dewoitine D.21C-1 were ordered and delivered in 1928/29.

Danish MADSEN machineguns
The Danish “Rifle Syndicate” a state owned corporation was highly successful with its
MADSEN machineguns and 20mm canons. When the Turkish Army in 1925 took
delivery of the Junkers A 20 aircraft they were delivered unarmed. After the assembly
the aircraft were flown from Izmir to Eskişehir where a (for the period) heavy
armament of 3 Madsen 8mm machineguns were installed one fixed and 2 flexible
mounted.

Above: The first picture shows the front gun being test-fired and the second the two flexible
mounted guns also test-fired.
Below: This installation copied installation made in the Danish Army aircraft as shown (or
maybe it was the other way around!):
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Additional information
As a final comment to Danish activities in Turkey in the nineteen twenties and thirties it
is well to point out the work made by the company KAMPSAX. In the time between
1927 and 35 about 1000 km of railway line was constructed in Eastern Turkey (Filyos
to Irmak and Diyarbakir to Fevzipaşa) including the construction of 119 large, 3000
smaller bridges and 65 tunnels (the longest 3,4 km long for a total of 18 km). This
made it possible for the Army Flying Service to construct airfields and bases in the
east.

KAMPSAX also from 1951 to 61 supervised the building and extension of several
Turkish ports (Samsun, Istanbul, Haydarpasa, Izmir and Iskenderun)
Another Danish company CHRISTIANI & NIELSEN was also active in Turkey from
1954 to 63 among other things employing my father in building silos in Ankara, Konya
and Mersin. This last venture brought me to Turkey in 1955.

4. The THK.5A a Turkish design used in Denmark
This account is from an article by Preben Bajlum who was helped in collection of
material in Turkey by the presenter.
During the nineteen thirties, but also during the German occupation 1940-45
ambulance flying took off in Denmark. The fact that Denmark consists of more than
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400 islands made this obvious. Two ambulance companies strived to be the most
successful ZONEN and FALCK. During the war Zonen managed to buy the highly
successful Danish KZ.IV twin-engined ambulance aircraft and in order to get a similar
concession providing ambulance flight to small islands Falck was forced to look for an
aircraft in the same category and with similar performance. Looking into the
international literature the eyes of the Director of Falck was caught by the efficient
looking Turkish THK.5 and its impressive performance and an order was signed. An
engineer from the State Aviation Authority and T.C. Sneum who was chief pilot of the
company was soon sent to Turkey to supervise the building of the aircraft. The aircraft
had dual-steering and besides space for the two pilots three passengers or a stretcher
and a doctor could be carried. Its short take-off and landing performance was helped
by slots in the wing leading edges.
The Danish aircraft with construction number 1/503 was completed on 6. September
1951 and was first flown by the pilot Selcuk Atli on the 12th. Sneum flew the aircraft the
first time on October 21st. On December 4th the aircraft was given its certificate and
registered TC-THKAY. With the two Danes onboard the aircraft left Etimesgut on
11.December 1951. The aircraft arrived in Denmark on January 1952 where it landed
at Beldringe airfield. The engines which had accumulated 59hours flying time were
overhauled and finally on July 7th 1952 the aircraft got its certificate (no.335) and was
registered OY-ACK with Falck as owner.
While the aircraft served in Denmark is was mostly flown by pilot Egon Blæsild who
took it on numerous ambulance missions to small islands. Other missions were winter
support flights to isolated island. The aircraft also went on longer flights among others
to Poland, Luxembourg and The Netherlands. A special sort of flights were the
dumping of paper advertisements in the form of small cards over many Danish towns.
The aircraft was liked for its sturdiness and ease of maintenance, but also disliked
because of its slushy flight characteristics and the pilots remarked that it felt like a
NOT really finished product, that had not been fine tuned (which I guess was true).
The fuel and oil capacity and therefore the range was not impressive and soon the fuel
and oil tanks were enlarged, this however had the effect that the payload was only 51
kg with full tanks and a crew of two.
On March 16, 1960 Falck sold the aircraft to Danfoss Aviation and at that time it had
flown 961 hours and 20 mins.
Danfoss, however, did not operate the aircraft and sold it on October 5th 1961 to
Aalborg Air Taxi for use for aerial photography. This job was short as it had an
accident from which it was not economical to repair it on the 18th the same month. On
February 15, 1962 it was cancelled from the register.
It is a pity that this proud airplane should end its life on a playground at Hals in
Northern Denmark. The Danish weather quickly rottened the wood and canvas and
sometime in the mid-sixties it was burnt.
As a special remark it is interesting to see similarities of the designs of Danish KZtypes in the forties (KZ.I/II/III/IV etc.) and the models constructed by the THK company

Aircraft of ZONEN (2nd from left is the similar looking KZ.IV)
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First prototype and the Danish version with Turkish registration
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5. Brothers in arms- NATO
When Turkey (and Greece) joined NATO in 1952 Denmark and Turkey became
brothers of arms. Already before that certain similarities in the equipment of the two
air forces could be observed as ex. War equipment was procured from the Allies:
Spitfires, Oxfords, Harvards and C-47s. After 1952 both air forces were organized on
American lines with Fighter Wings each containing three squadrons. Both air forces
were donated the mix of F-84G fighter-bombers, F-86 fighters, RF-84F recce-fighters,
T-33 jet-trainers and T-6 basic trainers. Later both the RDAF and the TUAF were
unique in NATO in the same year 1958 in getting F-100 Super Sabres, C-54
transports and UH-19 helicopters. Both countries armies received L-18/21 Super
Cubs.
Similarities has continued in the use of F-104 Starfighters, C-130 transports and lately
F-16s. Not only that but Turkish and Danish air forces have fought together in the ex.
Yugoslavia and nowadays in Afghanistan.
A new chapter was written when Denmark procured Swedish F-35 Draken fighterbombers and then MAP (Military Assistance Programme) 21 F-100D and two F
fighters were handed over to the Turkish Air Force in 1981-82.
F-100D: 54-2177 (18/5-81) 54-2206(4/6-81) 54-2222(25/1-82) 54-2261(18/5-81) 542262(25/1-82) 54-2266(18/5-81) 54-2270(4/11-81) 54-2274(25/8-81) 54-2283(24/381) 54-2290(4/11-81) 54-2303(18/5-81) 55-2744(18/5-81) 55-2748(25/8-81) 552751(3/6-81) 55-2765(24/3-81) 55-2768(25/8-81) 55-2769(4/11-81) 55-2771(25/182) 55-2775(24/3-81) 55-2779(25/8-81) 55-2782(18/5-81)
F-100F: 56-4019(25/1-82) 58-6976(2/6-81)
All the aircraft were flown to the Aviano Air Base in Italy by Danish pilots. Here they
were painted with Turkish nationality marks by TUAF mechanics and signed over to
Turkish pilots. Without any other formalities the Turkish pilots jumped in, started up
and departed (very impressive!)
The Danish F-100s in Turkey were withdrawn from service in 1987-88, the last batch
on June 13th 1988. Of the survivors it was interesting to watch 54-2222 as it still
carried the makeshift nationality marks which had been applied on January 25th 1982!
Of the 48 F-100D’s delivered to Denmark 25 crashed in RDAF service and of the 24
F-100F two-seaters 10 crashed.
In their service in Turkey 7 D’s and one F crashed!
In addition to the NATO cooperation Denmark has also participated in the UN peace
forces based in Cyprus right from the beginning in 1963 up to today.
Turkish and Danish Forces have/are cooperated in Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan!
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Below pictures from the handover at Aviano:
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54-2222 in 1987

Recently there has been little cooperation in the civil aviation field. Only three civilian
airliners were bought by a now defunct airliner in Turkey and they seem to rotten
away at Istanbul’s airport.
Despite this there seem to be one area where we can work together that is in the
aviation history!
THE END

THANK YOU FOR COMING
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